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Abstract: 

 We had clearly accepted that peaceful agenda and co operative well being which  will ensure 

every possible developments, world peace and prosperity. But sometimes we don‟t have realized 

that the space system has been initiated in such a way to which a certain criteria and follow ups 

are maintained. Third world is not relevant in much sense as its great proponents like India, 

South Africa, Brazil and many more had surpassed some criteria for not being categorizing them 

as third world. But until the idea and the pace of their goals of peaceful and well maintained 

human value is achieved the developing third world countries will have to follow the indulgence 

and guidance  which we (third world) actually don‟t want to follow. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The continuance of military dictatorship or the strong democratic government is not the reason for 

unstable war like situation or various peace-disturbing conditions... There is a mindset that democracy is 

the suitable and fitted of all for all caps, but the weakness and lengthy inexperience overcrowded elite has 

not been able to make the scene. The age old cannons, swords, spears and huge bow & arrow evolved 

through the time which we assumed that it was the only actual article that guided our history and 

evolutionary events.  We know that it had taken our safety or we assumed that it will guarantee our secure 

interest. We rely on it for our security up to the coming of Gunpowder or fire arms on 13
th
 century 

onwards. The world system was unaware with the concept of territoriality, sovereignty and security 

perspective as we had seen in recent modern times.  

We had experience a number of conflicts, ethnic violence in third world countries basically after the end 

of 2
nd

 world war. They had adopted peaceful democratic setup as well as constitutional monarchy with 

universal adult franchise .but the scene was disrupted with poor and unstable government unable to come 

out to protect its citizens.  The security which the world experiences during the Second World War period 

entered into the internal security of the third world nations. 

 Security for what?  Human safeguard, children or women, trade or commerce, church or religious 

institution. May be the interest of a particular state to have a well maintained dominance or power 

position. We are not going to look how the matter of security was taken as responsibility by state 

apparatus as well as when and in which circumstances were put by state in lieu of giving security to its 

national or to a large it was not only the moral agenda of ruler to safeguard its public. 

The modern years are also the age of wars, conflicts, treaties, peace keeping agenda like our age old 

ancestors and statesman but added  by human rights, individual approach. There is just a new dimension 

to look the case. The coming of breakdown of autocratic monarchical rule got replaced by democracy 

where a whole mass gave their permission or consent to rule, guide the state to a number of elites who 

will engage then affairs and direct our way and mindset.  

The European countries explored the whole world and controlled the various important lands and world 

areas with the help of their military and strategic capability. They also engage themselves in many new 

practices and attacked the foundational framework of their civilization. The Europeans were active in 

regard of trade and production as well as the renaissance paved the way for industrial revolution which 

further doubled their product. Just to have a market for their goods they capture the region as well they 

took over the responsibility of security of that particular region and areas concerned. 

The nations which were ruled by the Colonial powers in pre 2
nd

 world war period  and were independent 

only after the breakdown of their own domestic  system . The so called imperialist powers were unable to 

maintain its security and the expense as well as the catastrophic inhumane holocaust pictured their own 

powerful grip in all aspects. The colonized countries came to realise the condition of their rulers seeks an 

ample opportunity   for their independence. The Asian giants India and Indonesia followed by Malayan 

Federation in Asia and Indo-China state came out to be a different world players which have huge impact 

on world politics in their own respective caliber .  
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Africa is of different story yet it has its similarity with regards of the pattern of their world outlook .The 

concept of nation was of vague and unknown to many African indigenous society who still enjoys and 

cheerfully practiced   the hunting and gathering in many instances. The course of history and the concept 

of development ,lifestyle .academics, food habit medication and the concept of borders were of extreme 

opposite compared to the European as well as Asian society. The North Africa has its own course of 

civilization carried with Egypt ,Carthage and many more with influential neighbours like  Greeks 

,Romans and  Arabs as well as trade with  Chinese and Hindustani(Indian) parties .The African society 

has limited nations and administrative experiences which were in many instance opposite to its own north 

African neighbours . 

  The  history which we saw today is dominated by western events and their role on human developments 

as well as code of conduct for a popular and welfare society . The world order is maintained by the 

society which was advanced only after the Newton and Watts further  added by huge use of gunpowder 

once again enhance their exploding and ambiguous minds  for fueling their advance. Military 

advancement as well as huge production and their own scanty population provoke their advancement to 

explore the unknown world which they dreamt and heard only in stories once maybe through Alexender‟s 

advance in Western coast of Hindustan (India). 

 The stories of diamonds, precious stones ,Gold ,Silver as well as the spice  and beautiful commodities 

unknown to western parties became huge important factors that attracted the thumping trading community 

surpassing huge Atlantic and Indian oceans to a level. They later took the advantage of huge dominant 

religious and tribal influence in their administration because they had already surpassed their ill Church 

and government conflict which was easy to achieve. Through religion ,through language  ,Education and 

their flasssy lifestyle attracted many aspirant colonized people to a level. The cruel and Godly figure head 

ruler were oppressor and the amount  of welfare and  developmental endeavor were nil in many instances.  

Hence they were  not  able to resist for being ruled by those traders and missionary   foreigners . 

 The timeframe  of western dominance within the globe was seen much more from  18 th century 

onwards. The west specially its literature and the concept of individual responsibility and the 

movement  in which the state was taken back . Human need and human choice were given 

prominence .Education .social systems administration  as well as culture were made much vocal 

giving  focus on individual supremacy as the criticizing  stronghold of theocratic and state 

centric aristocratic governments and authority . The age old theocratic and alligience to a figire 

head   and individual  apparatus were sidelined due to the poverty and uneven economic income 

distribution..  Their harsh environment and limited resources provoke them to explore new lands 

..America ,Australia Africa as well as the developed and rich Asian civilization .Asian  ware not 

a unified and independent dreamers. Literature art music ,social formation were already 

developed but the division of society was seen much in regard of community ,religion and 

minority concepts.  The case of uneasy and dominated  non European were ruled either by 

authoritarian monarchas or own tribals leaders .  

The so called world responsible guardian states who themselves termed as the caretaker to the oppressed, 

weak and economically vulnerable countries actually categories themselves as the first world opposing 

the idea of socialistic paradigm.   They also put the colonized countries, economically weaker countries 
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and the globally southern states as Third world countries. The western powers were able to pattern our 

society and the moral as well as ethics, the concept of human rights, class room education, democracy, 

market morphology. The scene again got traumatized when the internal state problem of nation –building 

as well as security issue were channelized through their western style.  

Are the every single issues and security case of the third world nation would be determined or guided by 

the western idea? Are we dependent upon the idea that western powers had implemented in our mind. 

Even they had categorically given order as how a particular state will contribute or influence international 

order. Is it the system or the time framework which is genuine and all the aspiring civilization had to 

follow, either a western power or a third world underdeveloped country.  

The west is modern and the modern is development. Even western nations had been able to influence the 

foreign as well as various internal policies through various regional setups. They system of  government 

is such that  by which it can pressure the third world through trade and pressure  it to open up its market 

.the post colonial country lack the same and its original administrative structure which guided their whole 

setup. Our educational pattern and our understanding got captured through the systematic buildup that 

swallows an overlap our own traditional foundation. We accepted the system as progressive and are still 

thinking that it will guide us to a progressive and developed nation with equal and ample opportunities. 

The third world nations suffer crucial security issues with weak governments and unstable political 

regimes and faulty economic planning. The third world state had been affected and influence by ethnic 

and communal political outlook that dominate the whole scene. There are regimes that use to rule over the 

countries in ethnic line. The practice has been so that peoples are used to it and even democratically 

elected governments are unable to make over the complete terms. The cases in regard of Latin America as 

well as African nations are examples to it. The governments in third world countries had been 

manipulated by the superpowers as well as regional powers to follow their regional groupings and terms. 

The elites which have their education in west are able to make connections with giant companies 

dominating and further de-establishing the foundation to the foreign companies.  

We have seen that even the third world countries are unable to meet and safeguard its internal security 

that has been ruined by ethnic centric groups who are unresponsive to compromise their allegiance and 

want their share in political frame. The foreign governments are taking the advantage of the multi-ethnic 

group to through the government or to establish a government. The case of Liberia, Angola, Rwanda and 

many more are such examples. Basically a government‟s main function is to have a welfare oriented 

policy. But those countries are unable to make the same as they have uneven growth rate. Many third 

world countries are going through a huge change and they had stepped out from their traditional and 

violent upholding with scientific and rationalistic approach. There had been favorable and progressive 

build up in regard of education, health, social upbringing and important is the rise of civil society even in 

a small scale. The focus in regard of strengthening national character and a nation in a promising manner 

is the utmost need that guarantees a secure and responsive outlook.  
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Conclusion  

The world scenario which is dominate by the western powers, the Europeans countries and USA which 

had very  details and  active world agenda involving global village ,peaceful coexistence, and the war 

against  terrorism targeting mainly Islamist country. They had one time accumulated the resources and the 

natural wealth. Their self projecting philanthropist attitude and the guardian attitude had somehow 

dismantled the status quo of the nation in many regions. Yet they had written and shaped the course of 

human history which is by a large accepted and possibly the outstanding achievement that had helped the 

west to grab the scene. But we should acknowledge that the third world lack some important matters that 

had been consider as the loophole for the acceptance of the same. The third world were spiritually 

maintained and culturally bounded which is absent in regard of western power. The various failed nations 

as Somalia, weak countries in Africa and Asia are unable to keep the legitimacy of government.  It is not 

the case that third world will be dominated by western idea and practices ,this are just the  jumbling of 

words because we all had to accept the new trend of discoveries and mutual co-operative attitude for a 

better tomorrow. The scene had so that only regional co-operation, mutual understanding and non 

interference policy. We had analysis and experience that third world had somehow didn‟t get fit with the 

concept of liberal idea, nation statehood, secularization and territoriality. The vast land of Saharan Africa 

is such a place that dismisses the idea of particular land area. The region has been hot bed of politics and 

is unable to cope out the experience followed by West. The   social buildup is different. The morality, 

ethics and belief also determine the understanding of government to be or governed. The role played by 

UN is also praiseworthy because they are pointing out to comprehend the need of human rights and 

legitimacy surpassing the communal and ethic line for covering the polity.  
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